Speaker Turner: "Members are asked to be at their seats. We shall be led in prayer today by Reverend Barry Shepherd, who is with the Tri City Assembly of God in Granite City, Illinois. Reverend Shepherd is the guest of Representative Bristow. Members and guests are asked to refrain from starting their laptops, turn off all cell phones, and rise for the invocation and Pledge of Allegiance."

Reverend Shepherd: "Bring you greetings from Granite City and Madison County. Thankful to the Governor, Speaker, and Representative Bristow for this privileged honor today. Would you please pray with me? Lord, we come to you today in appreciation for your goodness and we are awed by your greatness. We love our illustrious home state, the Prairie State, the Land of Lincoln. Lord, this room is filled with individuals that have given of their talents and their time and their energy in service to Illinois and her people. I ask you to bless them. Please watch over them, protect them, give to them divine wisdom to govern. Public servants often face scrutiny and disparagement, I pray for strength of spirit and encouragement for each one. Help them as they do the important work of this great state. Grant them extra grace and understanding and insight. We citizens recognize and are appreciative of their personal sacrifices and their best efforts in steering our state. Grant to them divine assistance, I pray. Help them to set in motion legislation and systems that'll bring peace and security and prosperity and hope to the people of Illinois now and in the future. For those that have a spouse and/or children, will you guard them as well? I ask you steal them against the potential criticism..."
and the stress and the anxiety of having a loved one in public office. We remember the words of the prophet Micah, 'He has told you, O man, what is good; and what does the Lord require of you but to do justice, to love mercy, and to walk humbly with your God?' Help us to faithfully do justice, to love mercy, and to walk humbly. We do humble ourselves and repent of short comings and failures and sins. Sanctify our state, we pray, keep us from danger and disaster seen and unseen. Will you help our residents? There are many hurting people in our land. We have friends who cannot make sense of their circumstances. They can't comprehend why they've experienced what they're experiencing. Only you with your power and grace can help. Give us peace we pray. Help us to act responsibility and wisely with our resources. Grant to us every success and accomplishment to your glory, to your honor. It's not by power, it's not by mite, but it's by your Spirit, O'Lord. We ask with faith according to your perfect word and in your great name, Amen. Amen."

Speaker Turner: "We shall be led in the Pledge of Allegiance today by Representative Wheeler."

Wheeler - et al: "I pledge allegiance to the flag of the United States of America and to the republic for which it stands, one nation under God, indivisible, with liberty and justice for all."

Speaker Turner: "Roll Call for Attendance. Leader Harris."

Harris: "Thank you, Mr. Speaker. Let the record reflect that Representatives Costello, Gable, and Ammons are excused today."

Speaker Turner: "Representative Butler."
Butler: "Thank you, Mr. Speaker. The Abraham Lincoln caucus is present and accounted for with no excused absences today."

Speaker Turner: "With 114 Members present, a quorum is established."

Speaker Madigan: "The House will be in order. Would all Members and our guests from the Senate please take their seats? The House shall be in order. Would all Members please take their seats? The House will be in order. Would all Members take their seats and would our guests from the Senate take their seats? The regular Session will stand in recess. The Doorkeeper is announced... the Doorkeeper is recognized for an announcement."

Doorkeeper Crawford: "Mr. Speaker, the Honorable President Cullerton and Members of the Senate are at the door and seek admission to the chamber."

Speaker Madigan: "Mr. Doorkeeper, please admit the Honorable Senators. As designated in House Joint Resolution 19, the hour of 12 Noon having arrived. The Joint Session of the 101st General Assembly will now come to order. Will the Members of the House and our guests from the Senate please take their seats? Mr. Clerk, is a quorum of the House present?"

Clerk Hollman: "A quorum of the House is present."

Speaker Madigan: "Mr. President, is a quorum of the Senate present in this chamber?"

President Cullerton: "Thank you, Mr. Speaker. A quorum of the Senate is present."

Speaker Madigan: "There being a quorum of the House and a quorum of the Senate in attendance, this Joint Session is convened. We need Members to take their seats and to end the
conversations. We need Members to take their seats and end the conversations. Members, take your seats. We're joined today by several dignitaries. We'd like to introduce them at this time. We are very pleased to have the First Lady of the State of Illinois, M.K. Pritzker. The Lieutenant Governor, Juliana Stratton. The Attorney General, Kwame Raoul. Secretary of State Jesse White. Comptroller Susana Mendoza. The Treasurer, Michael Frerichs. From the Supreme Court, we have the Chief Justice, Lloyd Karmeier. Justice Karmeier is accompanied today by his wife, Mary. Mary. Also from the Supreme Court, Justice Scott Neville. The Auditor General, Frank Mautino. Former Member of the House, current Cook County Clerk, Karen Yarbrough. The Chair recognizes the Majority Leader, Representative Harris."

Representative Harris: "Thank you. So I'm here to move for the adoption of Joint Session Resolution #1.

Speaker Madigan: "Mr. Clerk, read Joint Session Resolution #1."

Clerk Hollman: "Joint Session Resolution #1. Be it

Resolved that a Committee of ten be appointed five, from the House by the Speaker if the House, and five from the Senate by the President of the Senate, to wait upon Governor J.B. Pritzker and invite him to address the Joint Assembly."

Speaker Madigan: "Representative Harris has moved for the adoption of the Resolution. Those in favor say 'aye'; those opposed say 'no'. In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have it. And the Resolution is adopted. Pursuant to the Resolution, the following are appointed as a Committee to escort the Governor. The appointments from the House would be Representative Carol Ammons, Representative Delia Ramirez,
Representative John Connor, Representative Avery Bourne, Representative Andrew Chesney. President Cullerton."

President Cullerton: "The appointments from the Senate are Senator Kimberly Lightford, Senator Mattie Hunter, Senator Heather Steans, Senator Craig Wilcox, and Senator Jason Plummer."

Speaker Madigan: "Will the Committee of Escort please convene at the rear of the chamber and await the Governor. Mr. Doorkeeper is recognized for an announcement."

Doorkeeper Crawford: "Mr. Speaker, the Governor of the State of Illinois, J.B. Pritzker, and his party wish to be admitted to this chamber."

Speaker Madigan: "Admit the Honorable Governor. Mr. Governor."

Governor Pritzker: "Speaker Madigan, President Cullerton, Leader Durkin, Leader Brady, Lieutenant Governor Stratton, Attorney General Raoul, Secretary White, Comptroller Mendoza, Treasurer Frerichs, Members of the General Assembly, honored guests and citizens, and the extraordinary First Lady of Illinois, my wife, M.K. Thank you all for your very warm welcome. I ask that we begin today by taking a moment to grieve with our neighbors in Aurora over the grave tragedy that occurred less than a week ago. Five good people killed in an evil act of workplace violence. Five police officers who were injured when they ran into gunfire. As I said Friday when I visited Aurora, may the memory of those that we lost be a blessing. May their memory fuel our work to bring peace to our state, and may God bless the brave law enforcement officers who continued to run toward danger. Please join me in a moment of silence. Thank you. Every one of us who serves in public office becomes a student of history. So few people
have held these jobs. We must allow the experiences of those who came before us to help shape what lies ahead. Every year, the Governor of Illinois is required to provide the General Assembly with a proposed budget and an update on the condition of our state. It’s a tradition in true keeping with our democracy and a task that requires humble honesty and some bold optimism. Today I offer that proposal and report with an eye toward our shared history and our hopes for the future. Illinois’ 200-year history is a web of recurring challenges; the same themes recycling with each new decade. Indeed, when reviewing past reports to the General Assembly by previous governors, the same problems are raised over and over again. There is not enough money to address social ills, not enough jobs to employ people, not enough resources to adequately maintain and build our infrastructure, and not enough attention to the plight of working families. It may not surprise you to learn that these problems existed in 1819, they existed in 1919, and they exist today in 2019. History can be a cruel exercise in pessimism if you narrow your gaze. But if you widen your vision just a little bit, you will see that the recurring reports from the past have been occasionally dotted with unapologetic optimists who focused on tackling old problems with new ideas and new vigor, reducing the burden for each generation along the way. One of those unapologetic optimists was Governor Henry Horner, who took office in 1933. It puts the current day in honest perspective to think about the challenges that Horner faced. The Great Depression had just begun. Nearly half of Illinois’ work force was unemployed. Hungry workers were marching on
Springfield. Teachers had not received a paycheck in nearly a year. Labor disputes were ending in bloodshed. Banks were shuttering. And to add to it all, floods were sweeping across big swaths of our state. Nevertheless, with the daunting nature of the state’s condition, Horner approached his job with optimism, with wit, and with a dogged work ethic. In a speech soon after he took office, he said, 'We have got to hurdle a few more obstacles before we are on the broad highway of return to normal conditions. However, the road is clearly in sight.' Today, that is where we find ourselves again. The road to normal conditions is in sight. However, to get there, we must begin with an honest accounting of the struggles of the last few years and the challenges left behind. Illinois is faced with a $3.2 billion budget deficit and a $15 billion debt from unpaid bills. Last year alone, the state paid out more than $700 million in late payment penalties. That’s enough to cover a free four-year university tuition for more than 12 thousand students. We are dealing with a fundamental structural deficit that has existed for quite some time and spanned the administrations of several governors. And it won’t be solved until we rethink our spending priorities and some basic revenue issues facing the state. During a time of unprecedented economic growth across the country, we lost four valuable years because of an ideological battle. That stops now. Budgeting will not be done any more by taking the state hostage, or by court orders, consent decrees, and continuing appropriations but instead by debate and compromise and a return to regular order. We will work together earnestly to solve the state’s problems. We will
disagree at times on important things, but the work we all came here to do will get done. To that end, the budget I present to you today is an honest proposal. The costs are not hidden. The revenues I propose are not out of reach. The hole we need to fill is not ignored. There’s no fantasy line item called 'working together' or 'executive management'. Instead this budget proposal reflects some of my most deeply held values and the hopes of voters who sent us here, but tempered by the knowledge that we must hold the line on spending in the context of the revenue available and the diminished condition of our State Government. Undoubtedly all of you will bring your own priorities, ideas, and concerns to the budget process. I welcome that conversation, that’s as it should be. We are all here, Democrats and Republicans, with the common desire to serve the people of our state well. And we do that better when we talk to each other, and more importantly, listen to each other. I have tried in the weeks leading up to today to get to know each of you, to meet your families, to dance together to Maroon 5 songs, and to have an open door to conversation and collegiality and finding common ground. As it turns out, some of you are pretty good dancers. Some of us, not so much. All I’m suggesting is I don’t think we spend enough time getting to know one another as people before we get to know one another as political opponents. My first week here, Senator Sue Rezin stopped by the Governor’s office to introduce herself. I invited her to sit with me so that I could learn about her district, and we talked about how we can attract more business to Northern Illinois. I found out a little bit more about Sue. She’s a mom of four, runs a
real estate business with her husband, and started volunteering for the Make-A-Wish Foundation 30 years ago when she was first starting her family because it offered her a flexible schedule. I gotta say, I’m not sure how a mom of four finds any flexibility in her schedule, but I’m impressed with the tremendous generosity of spirit that she looked for the opportunity to give her time to those in need when she must have barely had any time for herself. I will not soon forget, even when we inevitably disagree, that Senator Rezin extended a hand in friendship to me on my very first few days on the job. Sue makes no bones about being a conservative. And I’m not shy to say that I’m a Democrat. But I know we will get more done for Illinois by listening to each other, which we will do with respect and civility. It is with the knowledge that people with true generosity of spirit occupy both sides of the aisle here in Springfield that I set out on the task of providing a new direction for our state. This is not the work of just one year. Real fiscal stability requires a long-term commitment to paying down debt, investing in critical infrastructure, and stabilizing our pension system. It also requires a recognition that to lower costs and increase revenue over the long term, we must make investments in education, in livable wages, innovative human service programs, and job training. We must stop slashing programs that build future prosperity. If we cut skills training and college affordability, we curb near term economic growth. We lower our prospects for future revenue, and we drive businesses away. If we don’t fund inexpensive gun violence prevention programs, we will see more tragedy and higher
public safety expenditures. If we don’t have strong social service programs that assist families dealing with a loved one’s mental health crisis then we increase a family’s suffering and increase the potential future financial burden on the state. In the past it has been the practice of too many politicians to be short sighted about slashing costs, and then to bemoan the state of the state when those cuts have long-term consequences on the economy. So let’s not hollow out vital government services any more. Let’s make sure we are focused on truly managing and measuring the real results of state programs. Taxpayers deserve to know that their dollars are being spent wisely. Programs that don’t work need to be eliminated. And we need to explore new ways to address old problems. Efficiently saving tax dollars, though, isn’t enough to lift Illinois out of our fiscal mess. We must also grow jobs. We can do that by fostering a business environment in Illinois that will attract talent and entrepreneurs from all over the country. We need to continue to grow our position as a top-tier startup and technology ecosystem, and we’re doing that in this budget with new investments and by re-prioritizing dollars within the departments of our State Government. We're a big state with real infrastructure and transportation options, world class logistics companies, and some of the busiest distribution centers in the nation. We must be prepared to make a big investment in our transportation and infrastructure with the passage of a Capital Bill that will be introduced in this Legislative Session. We can also grow our economy and make it more inclusive by taking advantage of the talent among the
diverse people of our state. That’s why we must promote the development of sustained wealth in black and brown communities by being purposeful about increasing the number of minority-owned businesses eligible for state procurement opportunities and by attracting private capital to build out new businesses and jobs in Opportunity Zones. And I want downstate Republicans and Democrats to work together with me on a downstate revitalization plan to encourage the creation of new businesses and jobs and foster the growth of existing ones in struggling communities so they can thrive. To get to fiscal stability and eliminate our structural deficit, there’s no quick fix. It took decades to get us into this mess. It will take at least several years to get us out of it. We must, therefore, embrace a multi-year approach with fair principles and smart investments in our people. Our state does well when our people do well. I want to be clear about this, this fiscal year 2020 budget is balanced, but that’s not enough. This is only year one of a multi-year endeavor, and very importantly it's built on the state’s current regressive tax structure that I do not favor and that puts the greatest burden on working families. Not only is our tax system unfair, it’s also inadequate to solve our long-term financial challenges. It’s time for a change. Workers deserve an income tax cut and a property tax break. A fair tax system will allow us to eliminate the structural deficit that has plagued our state for nearly two decades. There's unanimous agreement in this room that if we want to solve our state’s fiscal woes we cannot continue on the path that we're on. There is a structural deficit today of over $3 billion per
year that if left unaddressed will continue to grow. There is a backlog of unpaid bills and debt associated with it that exceeds $15 billion. In addition there is a built-in multi-billion dollar deficit of funding for schools and universities and human services that most families rely upon. For the sake of argument, though, let’s agree that there’s at least a need to address the structural deficit with enough to pay off the backlog over several years. We’re taking... we’re talking about billions of dollars each year to fill the hole in our future budgets. There are, in essence, three alternative options for fixing this problem. First, we could choose only to cut State Government spending and raise no revenue. To do that, we have to recognize that out of this year’s $39 billion budget, approximately $20 billion is required payments on our debt, on our pensions, on our court-ordered obligations or federally protected programs. That leaves approximately $19 billion dollars. That’s the money that we spend educating our children, running our colleges and universities, keeping our streets safe, preserving our natural resources, getting people to and from work efficiently, and caring for our veterans. We’ll call that 'discretionary spending'. To balance the budget by simply cutting government, we would have to reduce discretionary spending on all these direct services that our jobs, families, and businesses rely on by approximately 15 percent. That’s 15 percent fewer state police, 15 percent fewer students going to college, 15 percent fewer working parents receiving child care assistance, and 15 percent less money for your local schools, which likely also means that local property taxes
will increase. I should point out that this option was tried in the prior administration and it failed. Because nearly no one thinks it’s a good idea to force our most talented kids to leave the state by diminishing Illinois colleges and universities, drive families away by defunding local schools, make our communities less safe by reducing public safety, and increase poverty by cutting badly needed human services. Our second option is to raise revenue with our current regressive flat income tax system and impose more flat taxes which fall disproportionately on the working poor and the middle class. This option could require imposing sales taxes on services, implementing a retirement tax, or raising the income tax overall by around 20 percent, or all of the above. For a family earning a hundred thousand dollars that means paying almost a thousand dollars more in income taxes, and their property taxes will continue their upward march as they always have. Our third option is to reject imposing additional income, retirement, and sales taxes on the middle class and instead enact a fair income tax. This would lift some of the tax burden off of middle income earners and instead ask the wealthiest to pay a little more. Just for clarity, fair tax is what three quarters of states with income taxes have. We can accomplish this in Illinois with a more competitive rate structure than Wisconsin and Iowa, both of which are outpacing Illinois in job creation and economic growth. We can also implement a fair tax system that’s lower than our metropolitan competitors... sorry... this is lower than our metropolitan competitors on the east and west coasts. Make no bones about it, I choose to stand up for working families and will lead
the charge to finally enact a fair tax system in Illinois. Ultimately, our chief responsibility to the people of Illinois is to set this state on a path to sustainable growth with an income tax system that is fair. It is not fair that I pay the same tax rate as a teacher, a child care worker, a police officer, or a nurse. And efforts to simply increase the income tax rate across the board fuels further income inequality and kicks the can down the road for our children and grandchildren to solve our ongoing budget issues. The state needs a fair tax, and I am going to be relentless in pursuing one over the next two years. My office intends to immediately begin negotiations over fair tax rates with Leaders from the House and Senate. Conversations and debate about rate structures and how much revenue we need to raise are appropriate. I expect different opinions and viewpoints over the best way to achieve an equitable tax system, and I sincerely welcome that conversation. I've already asked a few Legislators who oppose the fair tax to offer their best ideas to improve it, and I am confident they will come to the table in good faith. What is not appropriate is a small collection of the wealthiest people thinking that they should drown out millions of lower and middle income Illinoisans unfairly burdened by the current flat tax system. Now, I understand that I'm an unlikely proponent for this much needed change. But perhaps the fact that the heaviest burdens would fall on taxpayers like myself under a new fair tax system will convince many of you that I am proposing this path forward because I truly believe this is what is best for Illinois. To fix our state’s problems, we need fundamental tax reform.
There’s no hiding from it. There’s no running from it. There’s no lying about it. I choose a fair tax system to get us out of this mess. Now it will take 18 months to get done, but it’s worth the wait so that we can save working families hundreds or thousands of dollars per year. A fair tax will change the arc of Illinois’ finances forever. Until then, this proposed budget serves as a bridge to a stable fiscal future. Which is why I am proposing a fiscal year 2020 budget with re-prioritized and controlled spending that targets increases in three key areas that will help our state thrive and grow: education, health and human services, and public safety. Investments in people that I believe will pay dividends down the road. This is a constrained budget, more austere than I would like, but I think it’s important that we be disciplined and focused over the next few years to pay down our bill backlog and the debt left over from prior administrations. The responsible course of action is to embrace some near term reasonable and realistic new revenue, which will bring in an estimated $1.1 billion in total. Let’s begin with this, by legalizing and regulating adult-use cannabis in this legislative Session, we will create jobs and bring in $170 million in licensing and other fees in this fiscal year 2020. I have noted many times that I don’t view this issue through a purely financial lens. I think we should take this action for our state because of the beneficial criminal and social justice implications and the jobs that it will create. And let’s be honest, like it or not, cannabis is readily available right now. I would rather that this state tax it and regulate it than deny the reality of its use and
accessibility. This budget also includes the legalization and taxation of sports betting. Expansion of gambling is a perennial effort in this state, and often these proposals get bogged down in regional disputes and a Christmas tree approach. But in those instances, we were talking about adding more riverboats or adding into other regions. Sports betting is different, this is a new market created by a recent U.S. Supreme Court decision. Every day that we argue about who’s in and who’s out is money that goes to other states and to the black market. I am calling on the Legislature to take this up immediately so that Illinois can realize hundreds of millions of dollars, create new jobs, and bring sports betting into a regulated environment that will protect citizens from bad actors. If we do it this year and become the first state in the Midwest to move on this initiative, we can realize more than $200 million from sports betting fees and taxes in FY2020. I’m also proposing that Illinois enact a tax on insurance companies, specifically a managed care organization assessment to help cover the costs of the state’s Medicaid program, something that Leader Greg Harris has championed for many years and that has been enacted in other states. This would be structured to generate approximately $390 million in revenue to cover a portion of the state’s Medicaid costs. This would be a smart way to increase our federal match. Bringing efficiencies to State Government in addition to these new revenues is not enough for Illinois to reach firm fiscal footing. We must address our pension liabilities. Throughout my campaign I said that we must pay the pensions that are owed, and the Supreme Court has ruled that, and
therefore that is what we must do. So I am proposing a responsible approach to our pensions that does not crowd out all the other investments we must make so that Illinois is a state that thrives. Twenty-five years ago, when the pension payment schedule was put in place, the well-intentioned architects predicted that in fiscal year 2020 we would spend $4.9 billion on pensions. Instead, the bill today is $9.1 billion. Nearly double. This must not continue. We must put the system on a more sustainable path, one that preserves pensions for the retirees that earned them, and at the same time allows us to grow our economy and grow our way out of the pension liability. And last week, my administration put forward a five-point program to do just that. We will dedicate a portion of the new fair income tax, in other words hundreds of millions of dollars, to the pension system, over and above our required pension payments. We will infuse new assets into the system up front. We will manage our debt through a small-scale pension bond used entirely for reducing our liability. We will make the optional retiree buyout program permanent. And we will smooth the pension ramp by modestly extending it. This approach is not one that can be looked at as a menu from which to pick one and discard the rest. There’s no room for that any more. We must attack our pension liability from many angles all at once. And we must be consistent and persistent in this battle. Some will criticize this approach. There are those who will say that retirees should lose the benefits that they earned. The Supreme Court has made it clear that that is illegal. There are others who would raise taxes on middle class families today. I say middle class families have
paid enough. I promised to be honest about our challenges and solutions. This is the most responsible, sustainable, and balanced approach to dealing with a problem that was decades in the making and that will take years to solve. Ultimately, the fair tax must be part of the long term solution to our pensions. There are many education, health care, and job creation initiatives that I think are well worth funding and many opportunities for investments across the state that I talked about during my campaign. But State Government today can only do so much, and without a commitment to reaching firm fiscal ground, we will soon be able to do even less. My highest priorities are stabilizing State Government, growing our economy, and protecting working families. For our fiscal and economic health, we must start with a sustained effort to restore and improve our education system. I've been advocating for large investments in early childhood education for decades, long before I became governor. Real focus on the learning that happens from birth to five can determine the entire arc of a person’s life. Investing in early childhood is the single most important education policy decision government can make, and it has proven to provide a significant return on investment. That’s why I’m proposing funding the Early Childhood Block Grant at $594 million, an increase of $100 million from fiscal 2019. It will allow us to begin the march toward universal preschool so that every child in Illinois will have a real opportunity to succeed. I've also focused on reversing the damage done to higher education by the budget impasse. College affordability is a paramount investment in near term economic growth for our
state. So, I’ve proposed a 5 percent increase for public universities and community colleges as well as an increase in the Monetary Award Program by $50 million to help more than 15 thousand more low- and moderate-income students attend college next year. And I intend to do more every year as we can. I’m also proposing $35 million for the second-year costs of the AIM HIGH merit scholarship program for high achieving students so we can keep our best and brightest here in Illinois. On a smaller scale, I am consistently looking to maintain or increase funding for programs that have an outsized benefit to the economy for traditionally neglected communities. Along those lines, this budget includes funding for the Advanced Placement Low-Income Test Fee Waiver. The $94 that it costs to take an AP history exam is a huge burden for a low-income family. We must be ever mindful of how we as a society inadvertently perpetuate a cycle of poverty and the ways, both large and small, that we can help people find a way out. In my inaugural address I said that I would not balance the budget on the backs of the starving, the sick, and the suffering, and I keep that promise today by beginning to rebuild health and human services. We increase the income eligibility threshold in the Child Care Assistance Program which will give quality care to approximately 10 thousand more children. We provide funding to open… we provide funding to open the new 200-bed Chicago Veterans’ Home, long delayed by the budget impasse. We will be able to hire an additional 126 direct service staff for DCFS to protect children. We will provide funding to help investigate cases of kids’ exposure to lead. This is important, because we've raised our
standards in Illinois to be more aggressive. This budget adds funds for community-based violence interruption, homelessness prevention, behavioral health, mental health, addiction, dementia, and Alzheimer’s. But this is less than what I would like to do, but it is what we can afford to do in year one of our recovery. As another part of my plan to strengthen working families, we’re giving 1.4 million Illinoisans a raise. Our country is engaged in a serious conversation about income inequality right now. I think that’s long overdue. There was a time where we operated with a general philosophy that workers should be able to afford the goods and services that they help produce. That’s not some outdated notion, that’s fundamentally American. Many of you asked me why I made passing a $15 minimum wage an immediate priority given all the challenges that our state faces right now. The current minimum wage is $8.25 an hour, which means even if you are working full time every week out of the year, you are making $17 thousand a year. You can’t send your kids to college on $17 thousand a year. You can’t afford a single health emergency or pay for any of the things that might prevent a health emergency. You can’t sustain child care on $17 thousand a year. And you can’t save for retirement. A flat tire or a worn car battery is a genuine fiscal emergency that might also threaten your job. And one paycheck is often the only firewall against homelessness. The current minimum wage is a lifetime sentence to poverty. Whether you live in Chicago or Cairo, I find that unacceptable. And I worked... and I worked with the appropriate amount of haste to change it. When your house is burning down, you don’t wait for the rain to put out
the fire. I said that I would put Springfield back on the side of working families, and I meant it. Finally, we will do more to keep our neighbors safe in the State of Illinois. This begins with making sure the Illinois State Police can be rebuilt with two new cadet classes to replenish their dwindling ranks. We will pay for the gun dealer licensing law, that I was proud to sign during my first week in office, to take a reasonable step to end the scourge of gun violence in too many of our neighborhoods. We will take a more rigorous approach to getting guns out of the hands of those who shouldn’t have them in the first place. I’m committed to advocating for commonsense gun laws, and I’m committed to making sure that we are implementing the laws we already have on the books more effectively. These investments have taken on an even greater importance since the massacre in Aurora, which serves as a poignant and painful reminder of the work that still remains. Every Governor deals with their share of trials, tumult, and tribulation. I mentioned at the beginning of this speech that Henry Horner took office in 1933 at the start of the worst decade of economic decline in U.S. history. Horner was good friends with Carl Sandburg. They shared a love of all things related to President Lincoln. In the later years of his life, Sandburg granted an interview about his friend Governor Horner, in which he said, 'Horner was the real goods... he got to high places without selling his soul.' Indeed, despite all the economic troubles the state faced during the Great Depression, Horner still managed to increase school funding, institute unemployment insurance and pensions for older Illinoisans, create building programs for state
institutions, and improve public health services. He understood that prosperity doesn’t trickle down, it trickles up. When we lift up those who have the least, our boats all rise together. Horner was a fundamentally optimistic man. He approached his job as Governor with a hopeful heart, and he never let that hope diminish under the uncommon burdens of being head of state. He knew what I know that the state of our state has always been strong because of the values of our people not the value of our coffers. Horner once said, 'The only way to carry out any great purpose is not on your shoulders, but in your heart. Carry it on your backs and it may wear you down. Carry it in your hearts and it will lift you up. Thus, the heart strengthens the purpose, and the purpose gives poise and inspiration to the will.' Like you, I carry the burdens of this state in my heart, and despite the heavy load it lifts me up every day. I share my purpose with you so that it may give poise and inspiration to our collective will, because I know the road ahead is hard, but I think it’s about time we all walk it together. Thank you."

Speaker Madigan: "Will the Committee of Escort please come forward to escort the Governor from the chamber? The President of the Senate is recognized for a Motion."

President Cullerton: "Thank you Mr. Speaker. I move that the Joint Session do now arise."

Speaker Madigan: "The President of the Senate has moved that the Joint Session do now arise. Those in favor say 'aye'; those opposed say 'no'. The 'ayes' have it. And the Joint Session will now arise. The regular Session will come to order."
Speaker Turner: "Leader Turner in the Chair. Mr. Clerk, Committee Reports."

Clerk Hollman: "Committee Reports. Representative Moylan, Chairperson for Committee on Transportation: Regulations, Roads & Bridges reports the following on February 19, 2019: recommends be adopted is House Joint Resolution 14, House Joint Resolution 17, House Joint Resolution 21, House Joint Resolution 25. Representative Feigenholtz, Chairperson for Committee on Adoption & Child Welfare reports the following action taken on February 19, 2019: do pass short debate is House Bill 909, House Bill 1551; recommends be adopted is House Joint Resolution 24. Representative Hernandez, Chairperson for Committee on Consumer Protection reports the following committee action taken on February 19, 2019: recommends be adopted is House Resolution 57. Representative Flowers, Chairperson from the Committee on Health Care Availability & Accessibility reports the following action taken on February 19, 2019: do pass as amended short debate is House Bill 345; recommends be adopted is House Resolution 63. Representative Slaughter, Chairperson for Committee on Judiciary-Criminal reports the following committee action taken on February 19, 2019: recommends be adopted is House Resolution 20. Representative Hurley, Chairperson from the Committee on Human Services reports the following committee action taken on February 20, 2019: recommends be adopted is House Resolution 11, House Resolution 70, House Resolution 74. Representative Thapedi, Chairperson from the Committee on Judiciary-Civil reports the following committee action taken from February 20, 2019: do pass short debate is House Bill
29. Representative Welch, Chairperson from the Committee on the Executive, reports the following committee action taken on February 20, 2019: do pass short debate directly is House Bill 1637. Introduction of Resolutions. House Resolution 128, offered by Representative Bryant, is referred to the Rules Committee."

Speaker Turner: "Representative Mason, for what reason do you seek recognition?"

Mason: "Point of personal privilege."

Speaker Turner: "Please proceed, Representative."

Mason: "We have a visitor in our gallery, Mr. Clyde McLemore, who comes from my district. He is the founder of Lake County Black Lives Matter, and it's an honor to have him here with us today. Can everyone please welcome him?"

Speaker Turner: "Thank you, and welcome to your Capitol. Members, can we please bring the noise level down as we are going to recognize Representative Robinson for a Black History Month moment? Please take all conversations to the rear of the chamber. Representative Robinson is recognized."

Robinson: "Thank you, Speaker. Today I am honored to celebrate the life and legacy of Bayard Rustin, the out civil rights activist as part of the recognition of Black History Month. Rustin's work fighting for civil rights, working... workers' rights, and later in life LGBTQ rights. Rustin's significance in the fight for civil rights has not always been recognized. His most significant contribution would occur in the civil rights arena, however where he served as the chief technician of the movement. In 1955 Rustin worked Dr. Martin Luther King to organize a successful boycott of the segregated local bus..."
system in Montgomery, Alabama. And for the next five years he remained King's special assistant and close advisor. In 1956, he helped to create the Southern Christian Leadership Conference. In 1965, with the founding grant from AFLCIO, Rustin launched the A. Phillip Randolph Institute to forge an interracial correlation that will promote racial justice and secure jobs and freedom for all Americans. He served as APRI's Executive Director from 1965 until 1976, and as honorary president until his death in 1987. Rustin's leadership and APRI announced a freedom budget that proposed to eliminate poverty in 10 years and conducted a nationwide voter registration campaign and ran a successful program to prepare people for apprenticeships to build in trades. As I mentioned, Rustin's significance and the fights for civil rights was not always recognized. But in 2013, President Barack Obama awarded him the President Medal of Freedom. Thank you for this opportunity."

Speaker Turner: "Thank you, Representative. Representative Villa, for what reason do you seek recognition?"

Villa: "Point of personal privilege."

Speaker Turner: "Please proceed, Representative."

Villa: "I just wanted to make a quick comment. My friend and mentor, Linda Chapa LaVia, is not in here today, and I was hoping she would be up in the gallery but she's not up there either. I don't know if you all know this, but I probably would not be here had it not been for that one conversation I had with her when I was a school social worker back in the day in West Chicago. And when her and I met, she said to me, you need to run for State Representative. And that was well
over 13 years ago. So it is an honor and a privilege to stand here and ask all of you to join me in wishing her good luck in her future endeavors. It’s the first time that I'm actually speaking on the floor. I was so honored to actually have served, even though it was a very short time, with her on the General Assembly. But now that she moves forward, I ask that you all hold her in your prayers, because I know that Aunt Linda... she would always say that to us... like prayer is first, that was something that she always emphasized to me. And I just know that in this new place where she's heading it's just going to be such a wonderful opportunity for her because I know that veteran's issues are near and dear to her heart. So I just request that you all join me in celebrating her right now. So, thank you."

Speaker Turner: "Thank you, Representative. And best of luck, Leader Chapa LaVia. Mr. Clerk. Mr. Clerk, Committee Announcements."

Clerk Holman: "The following committees were canceled for this afternoon: Health Care Licenses was canceled. Prescription Drug Affordability & Accessibility was canceled. Economic Opportunity & Equity was canceled. Appropriations-General Services was canceled. Meeting at 1:30 is Elementary & Secondary: School Curriculums & Policies in room 114; Transportation: Vehicles & Safety, Room 115. Meeting at 12:30 is Elementary & Secondary: Administration, Licensing & Charter Schools in Room 115; Labor & Commerce in Room 114; State Government Administration in Room 122. Meeting at 3:30 is Higher Education in C-1; International Trade & Commerce in Room 122."
Speaker Turner: "Mr. Clerk, Agreed Resolutions."

Clerk Hollman: "Agreed Resolution. House Resolution 129, offered by Representative Bryant."

Speaker Turner: "Leader Harris moves that the House adopt the Agreed Resolution. All in favor say 'aye'; all opposed say 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have it. And the Resolution is adopted. Mr. Clerk, Adjournment Resolution."

Clerk Holman: "Adjournment Resolution. House Joint Resolution #40, offered by Representative Harris. Be it RESOLVED, BY THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES OF THE ONE HUNDRED FIRST GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS, THE SENATE CONCURRING HEREIN, that when the two Houses adjourn on Thursday, February 21, 2019, the House of Representatives stands adjourned until Tuesday, February 26, 2019, and when it adjourns on that day, it stands adjourned until Wednesday, February 27, 2019, and when it adjourns on that day, it stands adjourned until Thursday, February 28, 2019, and when it adjourns on that day, it stands adjourned until Tuesday, March 5, 2019, or until the call of the Speaker; and the Senate stands adjourned until Tuesday, March 5, 2019, or until the call of the President."

Speaker Turner: "Leader Harris moves for the adoption of the Adjournment Resolution. All in favor say 'aye'; all opposed say 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have it. And the Resolution is adopted. And now, allowing perfunctory time for the Clerk, Leader Harris moves that the House Stand Adjourned until Thursday... no, Tuesday, February 21 at 12... no excuse me, Thursday, February 21, 12 Noon. All in favor say
'aye'; all opposed say 'nay'. In the opinion of the Chair, the 'ayes' have it. See you guys Thursday.